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Fabrication of Two-Layered Aluminum Foam with Closed-Cell
and Open-Cell Structures and Shaping of Closed-Cell Layer by
Press Forming Immediately after Foaming
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Abstract: Two-layered aluminum foam consisting of both closed and open cells is expected to
improve the functionality of aluminum foam, because the cells have different morphologies and
characteristics. In this study, press forming of the closed-cell layer of the two-layered aluminum
foam immediately after foaming was performed to shape the closed-cell layer. By measuring the
temperatures of the two layers during foaming, we found that it is necessary to use aluminum alloy
with a higher melting point for the open-cell layer than that for the closed-cell layer to foam the
closed-cell layer. In the press forming experiments, the closed-cell layer could be shaped by press
forming while the shape of the open-cell layer was maintained.

Keywords: functionally graded materials; cellular materials; sintering; press forming

1. Introduction

Multifunctional materials are expected in several industrial fields, such as transporta-
tion equipment and construction materials. Aluminum foam has the potential to satisfy
those demands [1,2]. In aluminum foam, many pores exist in the aluminum matrix. These
pores are divided into closed-cell pores and open-cell pores [3]. In closed-cell aluminum
foam, pores are separated from each other by aluminum cell walls. It exhibits good energy
absorption and thermal insulation properties with an excellent light weight that allows
it to float on water. Baumgartner et al. [4] and Duarte and Banhart [5] demonstrated the
precursor foaming process for fabricating closed-cell aluminum foam. In this process, a
blowing agent powder is mixed in the aluminum matrix to fabricate a foamable precursor.
The precursor expands during heat treatment owing to the gases released by the decompo-
sition of the blowing agent, resulting in closed-cell aluminum foam. The advantages and
recent progress of this process were described in [6,7]. In open-cell aluminum foam, pores
are connected with each other. It exhibits good sound insulation and heat dissipation (heat
exchange) properties with an excellent light weight. Zhao and Sun [8] demonstrated the
sintering and dissolution process (SDP), which is categorized as a space holder process,
for fabricating open-cell aluminum foam. In the SDP, a sodium chloride (NaCl) powder is
mixed with an aluminum powder. Then the aluminum powder is sintered before being
placed into water to dissolve the NaCl in the sample. The advantages and recent progress
of this process were described in [9,10].

Recently, two-layered aluminum foam consisting of both closed and open cells has
been fabricated [11]. Because the closed-cell aluminum foam and open-cell aluminum
foam have different morphologies and characteristics, it is expected that aluminum foam
with different pore structures will have improved functionality. In the investigation of the
compression properties of the two-layered aluminum foam [12], the closed-cell layer was
first freely foamed, then the foamed layer was machined to form shaped specimens for
compression tests. NaCl in the sample strengthened the open-cell layer so that it withstood
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the machining process. Thereafter, NaCl was dissolved in water. The shaping of aluminum
foam is indispensable for the manufacturing of aluminum foam parts. The machining
process is a fast process for fabricating the required shape. However, there is the concern
that the surface pores might collapse and the machined aluminum chips will fill the pores
during the machining process [13,14]. In addition, the thin dense layer generated at the
surface of the aluminum foam, called skin, was also removed by the machining process.
The surface skin is expected to improve the strength of aluminum foam, such as in an
aluminum foam core sandwich [15,16]. Therefore, it is desirable to retain the surface skin
during the shaping of aluminum foam.

Recently, the technique of press forming of softened aluminum foam during or im-
mediately after the foaming of the precursor was developed [17,18]. In the press forming
process, first, the precursor was heat-treated using halogen lamps. When the precursor
temperature exceeded the liquidus temperature of the aluminum matrix, the precursor
vigorously foamed [5]. After the precursor was sufficiently foamed, press forming was
conducted before the temperature decreased to below the liquidus temperature. In this
forming process, the surface skin remained.

In this study, the press forming of the closed-cell layer of the two-layered aluminum
foam was performed. However, there was concern that the open-cell layer might collapse
during foaming and press forming processes upon exceeding the melting point of the
aluminum matrix of the open-cell layer. Therefore, the aim of this study is to observe
whether the open-cell layer reached the melting point of the aluminum matrix by the
temperature measurement of both layers during the foaming process. Two types of sample
were subjected to the temperature measurement: one in which a different type of aluminum
matrix was used for the two layers and another in which the same type of aluminum matrix
was used for both layers. Thereafter, the press forming of the closed-cell layer using various
shaped dies was attempted.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fabrication Procedure for Sintered Sample

Figure 1a–c shows the fabrication procedure for the sintered sample consisting of an
upper precursor layer and lower SDP layer. As shown in Figure 1a, Al-Si-Mg alloy (AC4CH,
~25 µm, Toyo Aluminium K.K., Osaka, Japan), titanium hydride (TiH2, <45 µm, Kojundo
Chemical Lab. Co., Ltd., Sakado, Japan) as a blowing agent, and alumina (Al2O3, ~1 µm,
Kojundo Chemical Lab. Co., Ltd., Sakado, Japan) as a stabilization agent powder were
mixed as Mixture I. The amounts of TiH2 and Al2O3 were 1 wt.% and 5 wt.%, respectively,
with respect to the weight of AC4CH. Pure aluminum (pAl, ~20 µm, Kojundo Chemical
Lab. Co., Ltd., Sakado, Japan) and sodium chloride (NaCl, sieved to 355–425 µm, The
Salt Industry Center of Japan, Odawara, Japan) as a space holder powder were mixed as
Mixture II at a volume fraction of 3 to 7. Next, as shown in Figure 1b, Mixtures I and II
were introduced into the carbon die layer by layer. Then the layered mixtures were sintered
by spark plasma sintering (SPS). The holding temperature, pressure, and time during SPS
were 520 ◦C, 50 MPa, and 5 min, in accordance with [19]. Figure 1c shows AC4CH/pAl
as a sintered sample with a diameter of 20 mm and height of 20 mm. In addition, another
sintered sample with the aluminum matrix of the lower SDP layer changed from pAl to
AC4CH (AC4CH/AC4CH sample) was fabricated for comparison.

2.2. Temperature Measurement Procedure during Foaming

Figure 1d shows the foaming procedure of the upper-layer AC4CH precursor of
the sintered sample. The sintered sample was placed on a ceramic honeycomb. The
temperature at the center of each layer during the foaming process was measured with a
K-type thermocouple. The thermocouples were put into holes previously drilled into each
layer. Four 2 kW halogen lamps were used for foaming the upper precursor in accordance
with [20]. The current and voltage applied to each lamp were 9 A and 180 V. The foaming
behavior was recorded with a video camera.
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Figure 1. Fabrication of two-layered (AC4CH/pAl) Al foam. (a) Base powders. (b) Sintering. (c) As-
sintered sample consisting of an upper precursor layer and lower sintering and dissolution (SDP)
layer. (d) Foaming.

2.3. Press Forming Procedure

The AC4CH/pAl sample was subjected to press forming of the foamed upper-layer
precursor, as shown in Figure 2. The temperature was not measured in this experiment
because it was considered that thermocouples would disturb the forming. Figure 2a
shows the setup of foaming and press forming. A robot arm, Single Axis Robots RS2
(MISUMI Group Inc., Tokyo, Japan), was used for press forming. Two stainless-steel bars
were attached to the robot arm. Then, the press forming die was attached to the two
stainless-steel bars. The lower pAl layer was covered with a copper plate to prevent the
press-formed AC4CH foam from covering the surface of the pAl layer. After aluminum
foam was sufficiently foamed, as shown in Figure 2b, the die attached to the robot arm was
inserted between the lamps and foamed sample. Then, the lamps were turned off and the
die was moved downwards at v = 100 mm/s for press forming of the upper foamed layer.
The aluminum foam was cooled in air with the die remaining in contact with the surface
of the formed aluminum foam, as shown in Figure 2c. Then the die was moved upwards
after the aluminum foam was sufficiently solidified. The foaming and forming behaviors
were recorded with a video camera.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of foaming and press forming. (a) Start of heating. (b) Insertion of forming die after foaming
and end of heating. (c) Press forming.

3. Results
3.1. Temperature Measurement during Foaming

Figure 3 shows the foaming behavior of the AC4CH/pAl sintered sample and cor-
responding foaming time t–temperature T relationships. t = 0 was defined as the start of
the heat treatment. (a)–(c) in Figure 3d, respectively, correspond to Figure 3a–c. Figure 3a
shows the sample at the beginning of heat treatment. Figure 3b shows the sample when the
upper AC4CH layer was gradually foaming. Observations indicated that the AC4CH layer
gradually foamed right after the temperature of the AC4CH layer exceeded the solidus
temperature of AC4CH (555 ◦C [21]). Figure 3c shows the sample when the AC4CH layer
was sufficiently foamed when the temperature of the AC4CH layer reached the liquidus
temperature of AC4CH (610 ◦C [21]). At this point, although the lower pAl layer also
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indicated a temperature similar to that of the AC4CH layer, it did not reach the melting
point of pAl (660 ◦C [21]). In addition, it is shown in Figure 3c that no deformation or
collapse of the pAl layer can be observed.

Figure 3. Foaming behavior and corresponding temperature history of AC4CH/pAl. (a) Begining of
heat treatment. (b) Gradual foaming of upper AC4CH layer. (c) Sufficient foming of upper AC4CH
layer. (d) Foaming time t–temperature T relationships.

Figure 4 shows the foaming behavior of the AC4CH/AC4CH sintered sample and
corresponding foaming time t–temperature T relationships. Figure 4a shows the sample at
the beginning of the heat treatment of the sample. Figure 4b shows the sample when the
upper AC4CH layer was gradually foaming. Figure 4c shows the sample when the upper
AC4CH was sufficiently foamed. This foaming behavior was similar to the foaming of the
AC4CH/pAl sample except that a slight deformation of and crack generation in the lower
layer were observed. Note that the temperature of the lower layer was slightly lower than
that of the upper layer, which was different from the situation of the AC4CH/pAl sample
shown in Figure 3. This is probably due to the difference in the thermal conductivities of
pAl (238 W/m·◦C [21]) and AC4CH (159 W/m·◦C [21]). However, the temperature of the
lower SDP layer exceeded the solidus temperature of AC4CH when the upper layer was
sufficiently foamed. That is, it is necessary to use aluminum alloy with a higher melting
point for the SDP layer than that for the precursor layer to fabricate aluminum foam with
both closed-cell and open-cell pore structures by the foaming process.

3.2. Press Forming of Closed-Cell Layer

Figure 5 shows the foaming and press forming behavior of the upper AC4CH layer
of the AC4CH/pAl sample. Figure 5a shows the initial precursor before foaming. Note
that the lower pAl layer was covered with a copper plate. When the AC4CH layer was
sufficiently foamed (Figure 5b), press forming was conducted, as shown in Figure 5c.
A commercially pure A1050 aluminum plate of 3 mm thickness with steel mesh on the
surface was used as the press forming die. As shown in Figure 5d, a flat AC4CH foam
layer was obtained by press forming, with the lower layer maintaining its shape.
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Figure 4. Foaming behavior and corresponding temperature history of AC4CH/AC4CH. (a) Begining
of heat treatment. (b) Gradual foaming of upper AC4CH layer. (c) Sufficient foming of upper AC4CH
layer. (d) Foaming time t–temperature T relationships.

Figure 5. Foaming and press forming behavior of AC4CH/pAl sample when using flat die. (a) Before
foaming. (b) Foamed. (c) Press formed. (d) Flattened AC4CH layer sample.

Figure 6 shows another AC4CH/pAl two-layered aluminum foam press formed using
various dies, as shown in Figure 6a,b. It is seen that a triangular closed-cell layer (Figure 6c)
and waveform surface closed-cell layer (Figure 6d) can be obtained, with the lower layer
maintaining its shape.

Figure 6. Press formed dies and obtained AC4CH/pAl samples. (a) Triangular die. (b) Waveform
surface die. (c) Triangular AC4CH/pAl sample. (d) Waveform surface AC4CH/pAl sample.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, press forming of the closed-cell layer of two-layered aluminum foam
consisting of a closed-cell layer and an open-cell layer was performed. The temperature of
both layers was measured during foaming. The experimental results led to the following
conclusions.

(1) It is necessary to use aluminum alloy with a higher melting point for the open-cell
layer than that for the closed-cell layer to successfully foam the closed-cell layer while
maintaining the shape of the open-cell layer.

(2) The closed-cell layer can be shaped by press forming with the open-cell layer
maintaining its shape.

(3) Closed-cell layers of various shapes can be obtained by press forming using
variously shaped dies.
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